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Louis Menand
From Discovering Modernism: T.S. Eliot and His Context. Oxford University Press, 1987.

All the difficulties with the late-nineteenth-century idea of style seem to be summed up in The
Waste Land. It is, to begin with, a poem that includes an interpretation--and one "probably not in
accordance with the facts of its origin"--as part of the poem, and it is therefore a poem that
makes a problem of its meaning precisely by virtue of its apparent (and apparently inadequate)
effort to explain itself. We cannot understand the poem without knowing what it meant to its
author, but we must also assume that what the poem meant to its author will not be its meaning.
The notes to The Waste Land are, by the logic of Eliot's philosophical critique of interpretation,
simply another riddle--and not a separate one to be solved. They are, we might say, the poem's
way of treating itself as a reflex, a "something not intended as a sign," a gesture whose full
significance it is impossible, by virtue of the nature of gestures, for the gesturer to explain."

And the structure of the poem--a text followed by an explanation--is a reproduction of a pattern
that, as the notes themselves emphasize, is repeated in miniature many times inside the poem
itself, where cultural expressions are transformed, by the mechanics of allusion, into cultural
gestures. For each time a literary phrase or a cultural motif is transposed into a new
context--and the borrowed motifs in The Waste Land are shown to have themselves been
borrowed by a succession of cultures--it is reinterpreted, its previous meaning becoming
incorporated by distortion into a new meaning suitable to a new use. So that the work of Frazer
and Weston is relevant both because it presents the history of religion as a series of
appropriations and reinscriptions of cultural motifs, and because it is itself an unreliable
reinterpretation of the phenomena it attempts to describe. The poem (as A. Walton Litz argued
some time ago) is, in other words, not about spiritual dryness so much as it is about the ways in
which spiritual dryness has been perceived. And the relation of the notes to the poem proper
seems further emblematic of the relation of the work as a whole to the cultural tradition it is a



commentary on. The Waste Land is presented as a contemporary reading of the Western
tradition, which (unlike the "ideal order" of "Tradition and the Individual Talent") is treated as a
sequence of gestures whose original meaning is unknown, but which every new text that is
added to it makes a bad guess at.

The author of the notes seems to class himself with the cultural anthropologists whose work he
cites. He reads the poem as a coherent expression of the spiritual condition of the social group
in which it was produced. But the author of the poem, we might say, does not enjoy this luxury of
detachment. He seems, in fact, determined to confound, even at the cost of his own sense of
coherence, the kind of interpretive knowingness displayed by the author of the notes. The
author of the poem classes himself with the diseased characters of his own work--the
clairvoyants with a cold, the woman whose nerves are bad, the king whose insanity may or may
not be feigned. He cannot distinguish what he intends to reveal about himself from what he
cannot help revealing: he would like to believe that his poem is expressive of some general
reality, but he fears that it is only the symptom of a private disorder. For when he looks to the
culture around him, everything appears only as a reflection of his own breakdown: characters
and objects metamorphose up and down the evolutionary scale; races and religions lose their
purity ("Bin gar keine Russin, stamm' aus Litauen, echt deutsch"); an adulterated "To His Coy
Mistress" describes the tryst between Sweeney and Mrs. Porter, and a fragmented Tempest
frames the liaison of the typist and the young man carbuncular; "London bridge is falling down."
The poem itself, as a literary object, seems an imitation of this vision of degeneration: nothing in
it can be said to point to the poet, since none of its stylistic features is continuous, and it has no
phrases or images that cannot be suspected of--where they are not in fact identified
as--belonging to someone else. The Waste Land appears to be a poem designed to make
trouble for the conceptual mechanics not just of ordinary reading (for what poem does not try to
disrupt those mechanics?) but of literary reading. For insofar as reading a piece of writing as
literature is understood to mean reading it for its style, Eliot's poem eludes a literary grasp.
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billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 27 (8 days ago)
to me
we're back
-phenomenal time and weather
+ have picked/hooked up crashedrepaired computer
and here i am...

nowin totally beatartauddescriptionofaphysicalstate-like,
were everything kinda blurs[but one w/ chronicity can plan for/accept such]
thus... sending a few new anyway...a re-exploration of brushes

how are you all?
haven't seen fb posts....?

but am blurredsaassaid...

best to each of you
11 Attachments

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 27 (8 days ago)
to Bill
good to see you're back
sounds like a good trip

i've been avoiding facebook
sometimes it feels like a minefield
and maybe some of my loose screws are beginning to show... life goes on...

we're ok
planting a little bit of a garden here and there around the house

we've been watching the basketball playoffs of course

and i'm working on book 162 of the six months series
reading a lot



read william carlos william's paterson, complete book + criticism/exegesis
ditto frank o'hara's lunch poems
also emmett williams, jackson mac low, and rimbaud's illuminations (again and again)
and michael basinski
http://x-peri.blogspot.com/2016/02/blog-post.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20021216193150/http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/~foust/A1.html#concre
te

all of the reading gets fed into the six months writings

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 27 (8 days ago)
to me
super to all!

was good to basically get away from computers for a week!
i agree that FB is potentially explosive in any number of directions and manners.
i shared  the usa today article that my cousin had posted... pretty interesting/disgusting
about FB hacking, basically...but that is just 1 directional meaning.

ah!u mention poets that were ''all mine'' back in the day[s]/daze
except the last.  will check him out.thanks...

everyone knows my screws and all are loose andthere i am
closer to a blank mind
but i see yr point of course

thanks, man
hope to see you at something at the rattar studio
good seeing aaron at the last

am in drawing on here mood anyway, so more pics soon
i t rust
peas,
b

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to me
nice mention of yr book



-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
Sent: Wed, Apr 27, 2016 3:50 pm
Subject: Re:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to Bill
that's from a long time ago
maybe 98
have you seen Sample Example?

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to me
not that i remember, jim

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to me
was going to send you art in america article on robert greiner, but website of aia says 'print only.'
anyway, i am interested in the fact that he is featured in the art magazine. as jayson said, text
art is the 'thing.'
[yawn...]

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to Bill
http://epc.buffalo.edu/authors/grenier/64.html (from 2007)

i like Oakland a lot
http://eclipsearchive.org/projects/OAKLAND/



and A Day At The Beach

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to me
thanks... i'll save the mag 4 u--will try to remember

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to Bill
i like the Rhymms
"illuminated poems"

http://www.thing.net/~grist/l&d/grenier/lgrena03.htm

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to me
these are like the ones in the article--'real' words to be deciphered
i prefer the continually unsolvable, the ''word, ...what,?'' the ''all critical evaluation is worthless,''
the ''sense, sensibility, order, chaos of another order,'' including what we call language. v
extreme experimental/experiential
undertakings...this house is contained- flooded with chaos & order/ my oets ath grows!

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 28 (7 days ago)
to Bill
i've been listening to Cluster all afternoon and came across this



In Stephen Iliffe’s liner notes to Water’s reissue of
Cluster’s 1976 album Sowiesoso, Brian Eno notes that the
German underground of the 1960s and 1970s drew from pop,
modern composition and ‘the hippie revolution,’ the latter of
which birthed “a new attitude to community and to
improvisation - a kind of faith in benign anarchism. This
created a climate that could welcome a music that was fluid
and quixotic. A music that drew from all sources and was
subject to none.” -- Jon Dale

which could also serve as a description of how some of my writings come into being

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 29 (6 days ago)
to me
''A music that drew from all sources and was
subject to none.”

i like to think the above quote is my credo, too, [tho i would have to say it somehow differently]
whether making music, driting, or 'receiving' pometics.
'benign anarchism'--yes to that!

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Fwd: Friday Feature: Marc Katano
Inbox
x
billybobbeamer@aol.com
Apr 29 (6 days ago)
to me
-----Original Message-----
From: Leslie Sacks Gallery <gallery@lesliesacks.com>
To: billybobbeamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>



Sent: Fri, Apr 29, 2016 3:05 am
Subject: Friday Feature: Marc Katano

Marc Katano

Tricky Times

Marc Katano, Tricky Times, 2014, Acrylic and ink on Nepalese paper, 48 x 47 inches

The organic nature of Marc Katano's gestural paintings is further accentuated by the artist's
deliberate paper choices. Some of the works are on heavyweight, handmade Nepalese paper.
The presence of soft rag is relegated to the outermost edges exposing the paper pulp, but the
predominate surface area is dense and textured. As realized in Tricky Times, 2014 (above), it is
weighty and impenetrable. And though purely an abstract configuration, the handmade paper
delivers a coarse and mountainous landscape where the ink and paint pool and seep in wide
crevasses. Conversely, others works are painted on soft, supple Onkawara paper. It is
perceptibly smooth and delicate, but the sheet is fibrous and strong. The marks stain the sheet
with a kind of spontaneity and chance. There exists a successful accord in Katano's
well-conceived marriage of media and material. The paper density and his application of paint
and ink are not predictably fragile and careful as is often expected in works on paper.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 29 (6 days ago)
to Bill
even trickier times, 43 years ago, with the addition of text in the background
http://gammm.org/index.php/2016/04/28/franz-kline-1950/

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 29 (6 days ago)
to Bill
published in 1973, painted in even trickier times than those, in 1950
[in «Domus» n. 528, novembre 1973]

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 29 (6 days ago)
to me
yes, i wld agree. good ol' franz's newspaper studies... i find this interesting on that hx note, and
also as part of the appearance of asemic writing, calligrapy, etc



it does interest me, too, that my works done years ago---thru the 70's,80's--, that some called
''copying'' or pastiche then are now seen as new... [not word dust, actual paintings]
anyway...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 30 (5 days ago)
to Bill
what kind of pastiche is now seen as new?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 30 (5 days ago)
to Bill
"The problem is that the definition of avant-garde needs to be revised to encompass and include
art and artists that are brave enough to reach backwards and forwards at the same time. The
avant-garde of the future needs to feed itself with hybridization, consolidation and assimilation."
from A Brief Rant on the Exhaustion of the Avant-Garde, Zombie Formalism and What
Contemporary Painting Needs to Move Forward, by John Seed (2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-seed/a-brief-rant-the-exhausti_b_6557184.html

i think Neoism, Fluxus, the Situationist International, Surrealism, Dada, Futurism and the
Bouzingo would all have agreed with him, since reaching backwards and forwards at the same
time is something all of them did. and hybridization is one of the defining characteristics of the
entirety of the historical avant garde.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 30 (5 days ago)
to Bill
this too, from NEO-EXPRESSIONISM NOT REMEMBERED
by Raphael Rubinstein
"Maybe we shouldn’t be so certain about who won the Neo-Ex vs. Pictures Generation bout.
Lately, I’ve sensed MFA students responding to the oeuvres of Sherman and Prince with yawns
or sneers, but when I bring up Schnabel their curiosity awakens. Could it be that, 30 years on,
we are once again ready to take up “The Expressionism Question”?"

i'm trying to think of a parallel conversation about the history of poetry, or experimental writing in
general.
i think it is there, but it will have to wait. i should already be asleep.

billybobbeamer@aol.com



Apr 30 (5 days ago)
to me
any and every kind one can think of.

everything in the lead...i've seen an ad for pollock- like work, cited as ''new.''

sampling ads in 3 art mags.:
you know, gee, look here/there,squeeges paint, etc
all so new...sure...minimalism is making a comeback according to some
one i read not long ago, but really all is a go, it seems...xcept 4 small and slow art for fast
times...

just an opinion, but everyone is copying everyone...
i'm glad to be basically anti-market
b/c the market like everything else is inflated and
based on politics & money

i keep repeating myself. sorry...hahah

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 30 (5 days ago)
to me
i liked what jack wright wrote abt the avant garde.
i know you know what i reference--from his very interesting web site...

hybridization alone? can that define the avant garde or possibly also define pastiche [w/copying
--period--being the defining factor]...depending on the works in question,
and what they reveal--how they ''end up''- from hybridization?
if that makes a lick o sense...scattered sleep nite,and my brain might be in more neutral than
sdesired, or like an arrtaudian descriptor; pick one...

i'll do a better answer later...maybe...

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>
Sent: Sat, Apr 30, 2016 3:39 am



billybobbeamer@aol.com

Apr 30 (5 days ago)
to me
me also...

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

last night

Tomislav Butkovic

Apr 17
to me
people from out of town were really good last night. They left my
place about an hour ago.
Regurgitator was great
a few less people than wednesday

talked to bill for a while
much talk about money with ralph

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 17
to Tomislav
i decided at the last minute not to come. sue wasn't feeling well and i didn't think it would be very
nice to leave her here alone, especially after she had worked all day.
i felt bad about not coming out to see Jenifer.

i talked with ralph for many truly miserable hours about money about a decade ago.
i hope i never have to subject myself to that again.

Tomislav Butkovic



Apr 17
to me
cool that you stuck around w sue

2016-04-17 12:31 UTC−04:00, Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 18
to Tomislav
"There is this dream that you can be productive 24 hours a day. That you can be productive
when you sleep and talk and stare into the afternoon air and the salary is part of this dream. It is
not my dream. It is money’s dream. I feel money’s dream more insistently than I feel my own
waking life. I feel like I am at work all the time.So the discipline is also aerosolized. It’s not linear.
There are almost no moments when it is direct."

"And about what pay is which is discipline. And about the circumstance of ambient discipline."

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet/2016/04/unfree-verse/

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

da anti da

Inbox
x
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 10
to Tom
hi tom
i got your mail and emails, thanks much for all.
i watched the collageathon video again today.
after talking about it to Tomislav last night.



it should be required reading, required looking, and listening.
i'll get some 2 thousand years of anti dada to you soon.
unfortunately the chances of making it out there are slim to less than none.

Tom Cassidy

Apr 11
to me

Thanks for kind words regarding words that just fell out. As it happens, my idea for a major
collaging event – Collagathon – is going to happen this fall as part of the Great Midwest Book
Festival put on by Rain Taxi – an excellent Minneapolis-based book review quarterly that, unlike,
NY Times Review of Books or Bloomsbury etc., covers independent/smallpress/graphic
novels/etc mostly written by nonacademics so you don’t have to know who Philip Roth’s second
agent was in order to understand a line about Michener visiting Crete. They bring in dozens of
writers from all over the country – a few bestselling authors or literary sweethearts but also
Icelandic sound poets and genuinely subversive voices – to the State Fair grounds and
Collagathon will be a large day-long open-to-all activity with collabs, a huge mural, kids’ tables,
probably a model or two to collage as well (one might be in an R-rated tent). I hope I’m in the
goat barn.

Of course I take you line about chances of making it to DerDada as “slim to less than none” as
a good chance that you’ll come. Even if it’s the beer talking. Fundraiser end of month but have
already drummed up over a grand to help folks with gas/food/etc and Crag is going to try and
rent a two or three bedroom house as dada hostel.

Sent big package to Tomislav with items therein for you too and will send money for AfterMAF
festivities in June for sure.

From: Jim Leftwich [mailto:jimleftwich@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:05 PM
To: Tom Cassidy
Subject: da anti da

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 14
to Tom
Collageathon is a great idea, and that video is really good.

i'm unemployed now, have been since the first week of January, that's why i don't think there's
much chance that i'll be going anywhere this summer.



i talked with Sue about it and doesn't think it's doable. and she pretty much has the last word on
this kind of thing these days.

i'll look forward to digging into that box you sent to Tomislav.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 14
to Tom
i sent you an antiDada trashpo mess of lies about Narcissus and Icarus.
there are two ways to exhibit the mess.
1) place in one of those large brown trashbags, seal with a twist-tie, and drop on the flor next to
a garbage can.
2) burn, and put the ashes in a jar.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Michael Peters

Apr 12
to Warren, Olchar, Tomislav, me
Olchar! et al!  Hey, I officially have four cats that are interested in coming down to Roanoke—for
real.

Do you want to email them directly (with an official AfterMAF invite & welcome mat starter kit), in
which case I've included their email addresses below? Or do you want me to give them your
contact and tell one of them to contact you?

[Personal Note:  Not sure, but I think they might plan a little tour around it, and I think they're
thinking about playing together, ... or you might give them a slot or two with some options?
Ultimately, tell them what you want ... even no ... but I bet Ralph will likely be stoked to see
Walter Wright. I hope this is okay, and that I haven't crossed any lines, and also, that it's not a
headache in any way. Because, obviously, I want to be sure I'm following
AfterMAF/PNA/Leftwichian protocol at all times, as my life would be far less rich & extravagant



without the amazingness that is you guys.  Please advise, and let me know if I can do anything
from here.]

Yours in the bar bar dom,
Michael  xo
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
michael-peters.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Michael Peters <mp@michael-peters.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 12, 2016 at 11:42 AM
Subject: Re: AfterMAF Provisional Schedule...!
To: Al Margolis <pogal@pogus.com>
Cc: Walter Wright <artguy@119gallery.org>, Matt Anderson <huso@cranksturgeon.com>, Jules
Vasylenko <julius_v30@yahoo.com>

sorry for delays, my good friends. will spare ye the details.
I will float this down to the Roanokers Extraordinaire.
I am sure your inverted, Al—very very sure.

more soon,
michael xo

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
michael-peters.com

On Mon, Apr 11, 2016 at 11:10 AM, <pogal@pogus.com> wrote:
>
> and i be happily in..
>
> but is we actually inverted?
>
>
> Quoting Walter Wright <artguy@119gallery.org>:
>
>> yes, i can do this, july 7-10
>> https://www.facebook.com/events/971203902969988/
<https://www.facebook.com/events/971203902969988/>
>>
>> thanks for the heads up Al, look forward to seeing you Jules 8^)))
>>



>> - w2
>>
>>> On Apr 11, 2016, at 6:52 AM, pogal@pogus.com wrote:
>>>
>>> hi michael and all
>>>
>>> just figured easiest to just put everyone in the loop - can we do this? and its july, yes?
>>>
>>> lets figure it out
>>>
>>> al

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 12
to Michael, Olchar, Tomislav, Warren
Since i don't even know what Leftwichian protocol is, i'm going to go out on a limb and say
Matt/Crank, Al Margolis, and Walter Wright are welcome to come to Roanoke and do whatever
they want, whenever they want. and Jules is already here! Matt is already a member of the
extended Roanoke family, and Walter too, they've both been here several times. and If, Bwana
should be -- he was part of the xtant 5 sound poetry compilation, collaborating with you, we
should have invited him to come years ago.
So, there you have it, the official antiLeftwichian protocol, or maybe the unauthorized
Leftwichian anti-protocol. In either and any case, my vote is 4 thumbs up!

Michael Peters

Apr 12
to me, Olchar, Tomislav, Warren
ha ha of course.

I knew you knew matt/crank, but the jules-matt line is new to me.
idk, I guess I just wanted to be gentle. not an offending fluffen douche port.
musta been all the sensitivity training at Faustroll's PNA outpost where I first learned to fly the
Mour-de-Zencle?
sitting next to bosse-de-nage, I kinda felt like han solo next to chewie.

ha ha, yes, ha ha

Olchar Lindsann

Apr 12
to Michael, me, Tomislav, Warren



Hey, sorry I've been so bad about responding, I've got more than the usual build-up of work with
a lecture in Columbus on Thursday and a big local punk history project coming to a head next
week.....

Yeah, actually Walter has already gotten in touch with me about his crew and are confirmed to
perform (I'm waiting to hear back about which dates work for them), and Crank & Matt have also
gotten in touch and are waiting until Matt actually makes the move out east before they commit.
So crossing my fingers....

More in a while (including updated schedule, which I'm waiting on info from people for)--!

vim blat bar,

olchar

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 12
to Olchar, Michael, Tomislav, Warren
Matt Taggart mentioned wanting to come through Roanoke on his way to his new home in
Western Mass, but that was a couple of months ago. i'm not sure what his schedule is. i hope
he can make it too!

Michael Peters

Apr 12
to Olchar, me, Tomislav, Warren
Perfect. Of course, you're already on it. Yes, & fingers crossed too.
& for karst's sake, kick some ass on all that stuff you got going on, Olchar!

Looking forward to July!
m  xo

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



(no subject)

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 12
to Michael
Michael,
i didn't mean to come off as offending with that last email.
sorry if it came through that way.

Michael Peters

Apr 12
to me
ha ha no way. jim, not offended at all.
I always worry about offending too.
but you? Jim you're amazing to be around.
I was trying to make light of my sensitivity
at stepping on AfterMAF organizational feet.
I hope Olchar's okay with it all ... seriously,
I can't tell you how much I'm looking fwd
to hanging with you. Man, let's make a couple
of visual poems while we're there ...

not to mention the talking! xo
p.s. microwave burritos? yeah!

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
michael-peters.com

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 12
to Michael
ok. good.

i always feel like i'm stepping/stomping on everyone's toes, while trying
way too hard to do everything but that.

Olchar knows everybody on the list except Al. i don't know Al either.



but i know enough to know i'd love for him to come and hang out and
perform.

Michael Peters

Apr 12
to me
perfect.

shoulda gone to the gymn this morning.
but email catch up time it is ...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 12
to Michael
i'm reading, mostly re-reading O'Hara's Lunch Poems, and working on Six Months Book 160.
there are moments when i really like O'Hara.
i spent the last couple of weeks reading Paterson, and reading about Paterson. this is the first
time i've read
the whole thing. now i want to read it again.
i quit work the first week of January. Sue and i have been hanging out a lot, watching a lot of
basketball, going
for walks in the woods. i've made a few thousand visual poems since i last saw you. i was
scanning them
until my scanner broke, now they just go into boxes. it is all feeling crazier than ever, and that's
saying something.
spending time with you was my favorite part of the last festival. i expect this year will be the
same.

Michael Peters

Apr 12
to me
O'Hara, yes yes. perfect sensual brevity to connect to 6mos!
I've been jonesing to dig deeper into larry eigner. space is his.
going to the library soon for some o that ... his books are too expensive.
ready for a vispo burst into summer via my sparrow vispo.
made rough sketches for the whole thing, all 28 images,
and pretty certain which Thoreau drawings I'll use ...
have been bogged down in grading though, but about to surface again ....

you are freaking machinic.



sounds like life is good, tho. March was hep, and getting ready for bkb playoffs.
my favorite part too, hanging with you ...
tell sue hi

yours, xo

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Apr 12
to Michael
now that you mention it there's a lot of sensual brevity in bits and pieces
in the six months books -- a bunch of John Wieners a while back, a few
passes through Ed Sanders' Fuck You magazine (of the arts), a lot of
Burroughs and Ginsberg -- readings that were fed into the six months
writings. i'm surprised as i'm thinking about this at how sexual so much
of the source text is, and how gay.

i'd love to get a look at that Collected Eigner, edited by Grenier and Faville,
3 thousand poems, nearly 2 thousand pages.

i spent 20 years condensing, revising obsessively, until finally in the early
90s something burst under all that pressure, and i started working from
wherever i was outward, expanding, moving out into whatever was
suggested by wherever i happened to be. before, i had taken a poem as
a kind of arbitrary center, and had tried to bring everything i could into
that tiny center (mostly poems roughly the size of sonnets, give or take
a line or two). but in the early 90s i started thinking of the poem as an
aggregate of starting-points. i could stop/start at any point in any poem
and identify multiple routes away from that point. revision no longer
made any sense. instead of writing the same poem 20 or 50 times (one
of my first published poems was 75 pages condensed to 2 pages), i
could write variations, improvisations and permutations forever, for the
rest of my life.
the same for visual poems. i get an idea for a kind of visual poem and i
make 20 of them (or, in the case of the haute couture death text images,
2 thousand of them -- and in the case of quasi-calligraphic "asemic"
writing, too many thousands of them to remember). sometimes i return
to an idea later, sometimes much later, and make another batch, with
changes to reflect whatever i have learned in the interim.
i could easily make more than i do, but it's already more than anyone
will ever want. i make enough for myself. and i give away as much as
i can.
it is all one big training manual. i need, or have needed, all of it. for



some folks maybe a  "chapter" will be enough, for some people
maybe a page, for others maybe a paragraph, a sentence, a single
word. or maybe nothing, none of the above, they have their own
training manual, and it takes up all their time. that's good enough too.

ok. a bit of a spiel in lieu of a screed in advance of the midnight rant.
enough for now.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Sunday
5/1, 2:54pm
Jim Leftwich

thanks for the heads up on the spam account!

5/1, 2:55pm
Allegra Sleep

Sure, it's a little bit harder to vet people with mutual mailart friends because it is not people that
you know personally know.

5/1, 2:58pm
Jim Leftwich

right, networking has always grown from friend to friend-of-friend, to group of people who do
things with friend's friend...etc.... that's been one of the great things about it for all these years.

5/1, 2:59pm
Allegra Sleep

internet before internet

5/1, 3:03pm
Jim Leftwich



on we go... thanks for looking out for everyone. we need that to make this current internet work.

5/1, 3:03pm
Allegra Sleep

NP

smile emoticon

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Conversation started Monday
5/2, 3:06pm
Jim Leftwich

hello has your account been hacked?

5/2, 3:07pm
Rose Franken

seems so, although I changed my passw yesterday whats best now

5/2, 3:08pm
Jim Leftwich

for starters, i think we all need to report the post as spam

i sent this message to the facebook administrators: "this post seems to be linked to an account
called dhormockery, which should probably be investigated"

5/2, 3:13pm
Rose Franken

tx, I informed them - seems to come from Odisea kickboxing (no friend or like)



5/2, 3:15pm
Jim Leftwich

in the past two days i've seen three of this kind of hacked post and two friend requests from fake
accounts. it's obnoxious. we all need to keep an eye out for it.

5/2, 3:17pm
Rose Franken

thx, yesterday I ran the f-scanner by fb and got new passwords and now it's there again

5/2, 3:18pm
Jim Leftwich

i don't know how to prevent it

Monday
5/2, 7:21pm
Rose Franken

Thank you for your help. I hope I managed. Wrote something on my timeline about the attack.

5/2, 8:09pm
Jim Leftwich

we have to help each other with these things happen.

5/2, 8:10pm
Rose Franken

yes, thank you, it was wonderful that you wrote - I tried to describe what I noticed, but without
special IT-skills, it seems to be a jungle

"Odisea Kickboxing" as an organisation does exist, so I presume the virus masked in this app.,

Tuesday
5/3, 12:39am
Jim Leftwich

facebook should protect its members from these problems, but it doesn't, so we have to do it
ourselves.



Tuesday
5/3, 10:44am
Rose Franken
[thumbs up]

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Brooklyn Rail
May 3rd, 2016



Jarrett Earnest: I really love the Charles Eliot Norton lectures you gave at Harvard, called Other
Traditions. In the one on Laura Riding you talk about the necessity of misreading her poems, or
at least reading them against how she might tell you to read them, “This is what happens to
poetry: no poem can ever hope to produce the exact sensation in even one reader that the poet
intended; all poetry is written with this understanding on the part of the poet and the reader.”
What kinds of understandings are possible through miscommunication?

John Ashbery: That’s a pretty big question. Certainly the possibility of miscommunication has to
be taken into account, both in writing and in communicating verbally. One has to admit that it is
there while trying to get beyond it.

Jarrett Earnest: It seems the ways your poetry opens onto ambiguity is a means of
accommodating that potential for misunderstanding but incorporating it, or orchestrating it, as a
positive element.

John Ashbery: That is possible, though I’ve never set out to write a poem thinking, I’m going to
write this so it can accommodate being misunderstood—that doesn’t somehow come up when
I’m writing.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Barry Schwabsky
Meillassoux quotes from Jacques Rancière, “Mallarmé is not a hermetic author, he is a difficult
author.” Pierre Macherey is of precisely the same opinion, and explains more fully what he
means: “Mallarmé is not hermetic, in the sense of a well-hidden secret that ought to be found
out; he is only difficult…. The secret is, finally, that there is no secret.” And as Meillassoux
admits, albeit with some irony, this is precisely as we would hope it to be, for to encode a hidden
meaning in this way “is basically something rather puerile, whatever its complexity; something
devoid of literary value, in any case.” The situation is similar, one might say, to what makes
mystery stories a subliterary genre: As Edmund Wilson asked, “Who cares who killed Roger
Ackroyd?”



|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Larry J. Solomon
More relevant here is Allais' "Funeral March" for the last rites of a deaf man, consisting of 24
measures of entirely blank music manuscript, except for a whimsical tempo mark of "Lento
rigolando". This score is probably very similar to the original manuscript for 4'33" (now lost), yet
precedes it by more than half a century. In the notes, Allais explains that the composition must
be concerned entirely with measurements, rather than with sounds, adding to its remarkable
precedence of 4'33".

But the similarities of this funeral march to 4'33" are only superficial. The intent and concept of
Allais' Funeral March was entirely different from 4'33". For one, Allais the humorist intended his
work to be a joke. Cage was very serious about 4'33" and was careful to specify that it was not a
joke. Secondly and more importantly, Allais' composition was really meant to be silent, being for
a deaf man. Cage's work is not silent at all. It embraces the whole world of unintentional sound;
i.e., it is full of sounds.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Trudie Arguelles-Barrett (from an interview with Alice Bag)
Women had whatever role they wanted in the early punk days. Everyone was a pioneer. There
was no scene happening till all these kids made one. There were no roles to follow because
everything, from the music, to the clubs, to the style was invented each day.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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baking sour
magic instrumental
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units other under
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bearded converter
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lake bean verb mere
musk queue
cheese-thaw
combing the meat-will
bent junket
lemur in cake

breakaway lake bean verb mere
musk merge queue
cheese-light thaw
combing the meat-disk will
bent ear junket
stew lemur in cake Buddha

tropical breakaway lake bean
verb vacuum mere
musk merge fluidly queue
cheese-light thaw homework
combing the hypnotic meat



layers-disk will
bent sampling ear junket
stew tape-lemur in
cake Buddha collage

trance combing the hypnotic
pour meat
unreadable layers-disk will
wire bent sampling ear
June net junket
fever stew tape-lemur
altered in
rust cake Buddha collage
scrap tropical breakaway lake
rescue bean
costumes verb vacuum mere
dog musk merge fluidly
sift queue
noise cheese-light thaw
jump-cutting homework

jump-trance combing the hypnotic
pour jump-meat
unreadable layers-disk jump-will
wire bent jump-sampling ear
June net jump-junket
fever jump-stew tape-lemur
altered jump-in
rust cake jump-Buddha collage
scrap jump-tropical breakaway lake
rescue jump-bean
costumes jump-verb vacuum mere
jump-dog musk merge fluidly
sift jump-queue
noise jump-cheese light-thaw



jump-jump cutting homework

trance combing the hypnotic
pour noise, noise meat
unreadable layers-disk will
wire bent sampling ear
June net noise, noise junket
fever stew tape-lemur
altered noise, noise in
rust cake Buddha collage
scrap tropical breakaway lake
rescue noise, noise bean
costumes verb vacuum mere
dog musk merge fluidly
sift noise, noise queue
noise cheese-light thaw
jump-noise, noise cutting homework

trance combing the meat
pour meat meat
unreadable layers-disk meat
wire bent sampling meat
June net meat
fever stew tape-meat
altered meat
rust cake Buddha meat
scrap tropical breakaway meat
rescue meat
costumes verb vacuum meat
dog musk merge meat
sift meat
noise cheese-light meat
jump-cutting meat



trance combing the tape-hypnotic
pour tape-meat
unreadable layers-tape-disk will
wire tape-bent sampling ear
tape-June net junket
fever tape-stew tape-lemur
tape-altered in
rust tape-cake Buddha collage
scrap tropical tape-breakaway lake
rescue tape-bean
tape-costumes verb vacuum mere
dog tape-musk merge fluidly
tape-sift queue
noise tape-cheese-light thaw
jump-tape-cutting homework

trance combing the trance hypnotic
pour pour meat
unreadable layers-disk unreadable will
wire bent sampling wire ear
June net June junket
fever stew tape-fever lemur
altered altered in
rust cake Buddha rust collage
scrap tropical breakaway scrap lake
rescue rescue bean
costumes verb vacuum costumes mere
dog musk merge dog fluidly
sift sift queue
noise cheese-light noise thaw
jump-cutting jump-homework



dance trance combing the hypnotic
sour pour meat
breaded unreadable layers-disk will
sire wire bent sampling ear
prune June net junket
lever fever stew tape-lemur
salted altered in
crust rust cake Buddha collage
crap scrap tropical breakaway lake
excuse rescue bean
customs costumes verb vacuum mere
fog dog musk merge fluidly
drift sift queue
poise noise cheese-light thaw
thump jump-cutting homework

ants trance combing the hypnotic
pout pour meat
unreal unreadable layers-disk will
dire wire bent sampling ear
spoon June net junket
Denver fever stew tape-lemur
watered altered in
pus rust cake Buddha collage
sap scrap tropical breakaway lake
fescue rescue bean
exhumes costumes verb vacuum mere
dodge dog musk merge fluidly
lift sift queue
toy noise cheese-light thaw
clump jump-cutting homework
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width ripples affect travail
effects traduce electric
perfection [paraffin?] parrots
outcome disparate membranes
exhorts contemplation although
passivity, in fact projections feel

but suit-reading rending
subsequent spheres
the rest inculcate
schematic examples
response/searching
the real detachment of
disjunct connections

disjunct connections meaning the piano
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response/searching width ripples affect
the rest inculcate schematic examples
travail projections feel
subsequent spheres effects traduce
electric passivity, in fact
but suit-reading rending perfection
[paraffin?] parrots exhorts contemplation
although outcome disparate membranes

acausal disjunct connections meaning
coincidence distinguish the piano



inner cases the real detachment
hidden/derived of [penguin?] each
lexical response/searching width
nodes chosen ripples affect
simultaneous the rest inculcate
pronouns schematic examples
hazardous travail projections feel
clothes subsequent spheres effects
unleashing procedures traduce
aleatory moon electric passivity, in
tonal sensitive environment fact
machinery/exclusion but suit-reading
negates the ripe rending perfection
antithesis [paraffin?] parrots exhorts
multiple external contemplation
hegemonic although outcome disparate
roles membranes indistinguishable

each acausal disjunct connections meaning
coincidence [penguin?] distinguish the piano
hidden/derived of inner cases the real detachment

lexical response/examples searching width
nodes chosen schematic ripples affect
simultaneous the pronouns rest inculcate

passivity, in hazardous travail projections
electric feel clothes subsequent spheres



effects aleatory moon unleashing procedures
traduce reduce produce deduce induce

tonal fact sensitive environment fact
machinery/fact exclusion but suit-reading
negates fact the ripe rending perfection
antithesis fact [paraffin?] parrots exhorts

multiple indistinguishable external
membranes contemplation disparate
hegemonic roles although outcome

induce each acausal disjunct
produce connections meaning
traduce coincidence [penguin?]
distinguish unleashing the piano
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effects inner cases the
inculcate real detachment rest

outcome deduce lexical response/examples
reduce although searching width
procedures nodes roles chosen schematic
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contemplation passivity, in
membranes hazardous travail projections
external electric feel clothes
indistinguishable subsequent spheres

multiple tonal act
sensitive environment tact
exhorts machinery/fat
exclusion but suit-parrots
reading [paraffin?] negates
fate the pipe bending
perfection antithesis fact
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existential convoy
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pallet-jack farming socks
rain up the sprung awoke

early
in the console
garden patience

he reak a few palpable suppers

time-letter syllables
an easy tea to slice

cooking the gong at cow
meat felt and fat

announced not moderate silence
about the overt attention
has cottage cheese collage
in the beanhead windowchains

map-average hinge
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of foggy farms

who made the shoe
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well-being
to perish their sorrow
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at a distance
a house
against her will
the beanstalk
stone and carried
gold to sleep
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THE TALE WITHOUT AN END and THE ENDLESS TALE
Reprinted in AppLit with permission from the James Taylor Adams Collection
U of Virginia's College at Wise/Blue Ridge Institute of Ferrum College
Collected by James Taylor Adams
Big Laurel, Va.
NOTE: These texts were recopied directly from typewritten copies in the archives of the Blue
Ridge Institute. James Taylor Adams (1893-1954) kept typewritten copies of the folktales he and
others collected during the last thirty years of his life, while he lived in Wise County, VA. Any
typographical errors or dialect spellings in Adams' typescripts have not been changed. These
tales and others from the Adams collection have been published by Charles L. Perdue, Jr., in
Outwitting the Devil: Jack Tales from Wise County Virginia (Santa Fe, NM: Ancient City, 1987).
For details on variants of this tale, see The Endless Tale.

One time there was a great king and he norated throughout his kingdom that the man who could
tell him an endless tale could have his daughter for a wife and be the king when he was dead.
Several young men came and tried to tell a tale without an end, but they all run out of something
to tell. At last a boy named Jack came in and told the king a tale.

Jack told the king that once there was a king who gathered all the wheat that his people had
raised and put it in a big granaery and was going to doll it out as he seen fit. But a rat cut a hole
in the wall and went in and got one grain of the wheat. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more



grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain. The next day it went in and got one more
grain. The next day it went in and got one more grain.
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railway newspapers embellished

advent penny popular dime pins
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highwayman mysteries spices
part stories subject gloves
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resulted dreadful needles
railway newspapers buckles lace
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daguerreotype advent penny ilimba
1839 Philadelphia dime magical
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crossed arms collect working ocean
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pencil part stories flute
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gas corresponding inelastic compositional
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lace uniform neutron iseze
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